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You can rest assured to buy customized Zhongyuan® PU Toy Paint from us. We look forward to
cooperating with you, if you want to know more, you can consult us now, we will reply to you in
time!We always feel that all success of our company is directly related to the quality of the products
we offer.

PU Toy Paint Summary:

As the professional manufacture, we would like to provide you high quality Zhongyuan® PU Toy
Paint. And we will offer you the best after-sale service and timely delivery.

"Based on domestic market and expand overseas business" is our enhancement strategy for ODM
Supplier China Advanced Pigment Color Paste for Ball Shaped and Animal Shaped Soft Stress PU
Toys, We welcome shoppers, business enterprise associations and close friends from all sections
with the globe to contact us and seek cooperation for mutual added benefits. ODM Supplier China
Pigment Paste, Solvent-Based Pigment Paste, We aim to become the modern enterprise with the
commercial ideal of "Sincerity and confidence" and with the aim of "Offering customers the most
sincere services and best quality products". We sincerely ask for your unchanged support and
appreciate your kind advice and guidance. PU Toy Paint for PU toy , are used for coloring,
decoration and surface protection of polyurethane parts.

We always do the job to be a tangible team to ensure that we can present you with the very best
good quality as well as the best cost for China New Product China PU Toy Paint, Please ship us
your specifications and demands, or truly feel totally free to get hold of us with any questions or
inquiries that you may have.
China New Product China PU Foam, PU Toy Paint, By integrating manufacturing with foreign trade
sectors, we can give total customer solutions by guaranteeing the delivery of right products and
solutions to the right place at the right time, which is supported by our abundant experiences,

PU Toy Paint

China high quality Zhongyuan® PU Toy Paint for PU
toy, are used for coloring, decoration and surface
protection of polyurethane parts.
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powerful production capability, consistent quality, diversified goods and the control of the industry
trend as well as our maturity before and after sales services. We'd like to share our ideas with you
and welcome your comments and questions.

PU Toy Paint Detail :

Used Paint, they help to effectively prevent the foam materials from yellowing and improve their
surface abrasion resistance, thus enhancing the surface adhesion of paints and avoiding the defects
caused by the foaming process

A flexible coating is formed on the surface to fully cover the surface , And it's flexible,such as

Volleyball of toy.

PU Toy Paint Applications :Industrial

Resilience mould foam :(PU toy, Fitness equipment…)

Integral Skin /Semi-rigid: (Armrest, Auto parties)

PU Toy Paint Usage&Packing:

PU Toy Paint Usage: blended with solvent, Spray on top of the release agent.

Packing: 20 Kg


